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1. Introduction

The time base error (TBE) in the reproduced signal of a
video disc player (VDP) in which a plastic disc is used,
is inevitable due to the disc center hold eccentricity,
signal track distortion and Wow & Flutter of the player.
Therefore, a time base corrector (TBC) is considered to
be one of the key functions for the VDP.

The required performance of the TBC is determined
through related items such as the amount of the TBE,
characteristics of the TV receiver and the allowance
for residual error in the reproduced picture (the lum-
inance signal instability and poor color reproduction)
and the reproduced sound (the sound signal Wow & Flutter.)

In this paper we discuss the required performance and
related items of the TBE, i.e. the cross frequency of
the spindle motor control loop (SPDL loop) and the
tangential actuator control loop of the signal pick-up
head (actuator loop) and a convenient analytical deter-
mination method at the nearby cross frequency area.
A problem and countermeasure of the TBC using the CCD
(charge coupled device) as a variable delay line is
also discussed.

2. The required performance of the TBC
2.1 TBC and related items:
The amount of the generated TBE, the characteristics of
the horizontal line AFC loop and color APC loop in the
TV receiver, the allowance in the reproduced picture
(the luminance signal instability and poor color re-
production) and the allowance in the reproduced sound
Wow & Flutter are related to the TBC as illustrated in
fig. 1. Therefore, the performance of the TBC should
be determined by taking into account all of these items.

Fig. 1 TBC and Related Items

2.2 System design:
(1) The estimation of the generated TBE:
In the optical video disc system the amount of the gen-
erated TBE can be plotted with x-x from the disc stand-
ard as shown in fig. 2.
(2) The allowance:
The allowance in the reproduced signal, such as in the
luminance, chrominance and sound signal, is determined

as follows:
Luminance < t 15ns
Chrominance < t 5ns
Sound < ± 0.07%WRMS

In this case, the allowance of the luminance signal,
(± 15ns) is equivalent to a ± 0.12mm picture variation
on the 20" (diagonal) display and the allowance of the
chrominance signal (± 5ns) is equivalent to a ± 6.4
degree color signal phase difference; these allowances
are considered to be reasonable in the consumer use
player.
(3) Required Performance:
The required performance of the TBC in the VDP is det-
ermined by using the amount of the generated TBE, the
allowances described above and the characteristics of
the TV receivers as follows:
(a) the required total performance of the suppression
ratio is determined so as to cover all of the generat-
ed TBE as indicated in fig. 2. The ratio can be ex-
pressed in dB in which OdB corresponds to the allowance.
(b) The suppression ratios (approximated by open loop
gain) of the TV line AFC loop and color APC loop are
plotted in fig. 2 in accordance with the left (i.e.dB)
vertical axis.
(c) The required performance of the suppression ratio
for the TBC loop is determined by subtracting the total
requirement of the suppression ratio by the suppress-
ion ratios of the line AFC loop and color APC loop.
(d) In fig. 2, the amount of the generated error (x-x),
the total required performance of the suppression ratio
(solid line), the characteristics of the TV receiver
(chain lines) and the required performance (which is
determined by the above method) of the suppression
ratio for the TBC loop (dotted line) are shown. (Att-
ention must be given to the fact that the character-
istics of the TV receiver vary with the make and model
of the TV.) This method can also be applied to fix
the characteristics of other video disc systems such
as the VHD of JVC and CED of RCA.
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Fig. 2 The required performance ot the TBC (Approx.)

Other video disc systems, as mentioned above, have the
special color APC loop for color signal conversion
from low color signal frequency to normal NTSC color
signal frequency. However, in the optical video disc
systems, the signal is pre-recorded through the direct
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FM record method without the color signal frequency
being converted to low frequency. Therefore, the re-
quired performance of the TBC for the optical disc
player should be determined to provide the loop gain
f or chrominance which requires a larger suppression
ratio than the luminance as the special APC loop is not
used in this player.

3. Related Matter
We will niow consider the following matters which are
related to the required characteristics of the TBC such
as, the cross frequency between the SPDL loop and the
actuator loop and problems and countermeasures of the
TBC using CCD as a variable delay line.
3.1 Cross frequency between the SPDL loop and the

actuator loop:
(1) A block diagram of an example of the TBC loop for
the optical disc player is shown in fig. 3. The TBC is
constructed using the SPDL loop to compensate the TBE
at the low frequency area and the actuator loop, to
compensate the TBE at the high frequency area as well
as the disc rotation frequency. In the example given
the relationship of i (input phase error) and 4O (out-
put phase error) is shown as in expression (1).

___ 1.+(1)GG
i 1 + piCGCGj + GM (IHGH + pICGI )

Where:
'PC ppH = Sensitivity of the phase detector for

the tangential actuator/motor.
GJ,GM = Transfer function of the tangential

actuator/motor.
GC,GI,GH = Transfer function of the phase compen-

sated circuits.

The denominator of this expression (1) should be provid-
ed for the required performance of the suppression ratio
for the TBC. In this case, because of the smaller supp-
ression ratio requirement for the TBC loop in the lower
frequency area (as in fig. 2) and the dynamic range of
the tangential actuator, the characteristics of the
SPDL loop and the actuator loop should be crossed in
the low frequency area.

IGS| = 2G sin [ (r-AG)/2] (2)
that is, GSI decreases very rapidly as AG approaches
1800.
Therefore, the phase difference should be expected to
be less than 120 degrees to secure the synthesized
loop gain |GS| at the cross frequency. It is essential
to assure the characteristics of the TBC loop at the
cross frequency area using two compensating loops
crossing at the low frequency.
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A convenient analytical method used to determine the
condition at the cross frequency fc and the phase diff-
erence AG at this frequency is as follows:
(2) The condition at the cross frequency:
The small fluctuation signal x is fed into the TBC loop
from point J (in fig. 3) and response y is measured
which aids in the examination of the condition of the
TBC at the cross frequency area.
At this point the relationship of x and y is shown as
in expression (3):

y =

x 1 + pjCGCGJ + GM (PHGH + JpCGI) (3)

In the nearby cross frequency area ijCGCGj »> 1, and

IvpCGII >> HUHGHII the pCGI loop is set for improvement
of the characteristics at the nearby disc rotation
frequency area which includes the cross frequency and
which may also be written as in expression (4) below:

y
=

-l
x 1 + GMGI/GCGJ (4)

Spindle Motor Phase det.

Tangential
Actuator

Fig. 3 Block diagram of the TBC

Therefore, the IGMGI/GCGJI and IZZGMGI-L.IGCGJ1 can be

obtained from the measurement of Iy/xI and Z y/x|.
The cross frequency fc, from IGMGI/GCGJI = 1, and the
phase difference AO from I/ GMGI-ZLGGGJI at the cross
frequency, can also be obtained; an example of the
result of this examination is shown in fig. 5. In
fig. 5 the cross frequency fc and the phase difference
AG are shown as fc = 1OHz, AG = 125 degrees.
In this case, 1Gs/Gl = 2 sin [(w - 125)/2]=0.92÷-0.7dB
shows that the synthesized gain of the two loops is
reasonable and has not decreased excessively. We
confirmed that the result obtained using this method
is approximately the same as other methods using UpC,
GI, etc. in calculating the cross frequency fc and

phase difference Ae and is more convenient and affords
us a more direct way in which to study the conditions
of the nearby cross frequency area.

At this time, the cross frequency fc and phase differ-
ence AG between those two loops should be expected to
be at least several Hz and less than 120 degrees.
The reason f or AG is as follows:
The synthesized loop gain, 1GS| of these two loops is
indicated in expression (2) and is also shown in fig.4.
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Fig. 5 The result of the measurement of the cross frequency.

3.2 TBC using CCD:
(1) The TBE using the CCD as a delay line is attrac-
tive because it eliminates the tangential actuator of
the signal pick-up head and simplifies the pick-up
head construction. However, in this type of applica-
tion there remain some problems which must be resolved,
such as:
(i) Phase delay of the control signal.
(ii) Output signal level fluctuation due to the signal
transfer performance of the CCD and the change of the
CCD drive frequency.
(2) Fundamentals of the TBC using CCD:
The error signal from the TBE detector (phase detector)
causes the CCD driver to change the CCD drive clock
frequency. This change of the CCD drive clock fre-
quency alters the delay tine of the CCD to compensate
the TBE.In this case, the variation delay time Atpp of

the CCD, and the average delay time T. and phase delay
difference Od of the control signal from the average
delay time T., are shown as follows:

N_NN
pp f min. f max.

N 1 + 1-° 2 (f min. f max.

Od = w 2To

(5)

(6)

(7)
Where:

N = the number of CCD stages
f min., f max. = min. and max. CCD drive frequency
X = angular frequency of the control signal

(b) Set of f min., f max.
The minimum CCD drive frequtency f min. is set at least
more than twice the signal transfer bandwidth (4.2MHz)
eliminating the beat signal of the CCD drive frequency
and allowing the transfer of a video signal in the CCD.
The maximum CCD drive frequency is determined using
the number of stages of the CCD N, required variable
delay time Atpp and f min. Example values of this

application are where N=910, f min.=10MHz and At=30Vspp,
so that the f max. is 15MHz [as in expression (5).]

The required characteristics of the CCD for the TBC
should be able to transfer the required video signal
without any change in the range of ten to fifteen MHz
of the CCD drive frequency.
(d) A countermeasure for the phase delay of the control
signal:
The phase delay of the control signal from the average
delay time Tl on the TBC using the CCD is unique to
this circuit [shown in expression (7).] The counter-
measure is examined and an example blockdiagram of the

ref

ref

1 1
=

1 + tiG,,GG, 1 + tjGl/iK at: normal

1 1=1 Iat: noise or transient time.
1 + ILOG,G.. 1 + yrAG.PK 1- G,G2

where: it,, r,, G_, G, same as fig. 3.
K sensitivity of CCD
# sensitivity of CCD Driver
G, G,; Transfer function of the phase compensate circuits.

Fig. 6 Block diagram of TBC using CCD (feedback loop)

This phase delay, Ed, of the CCD is added to the
phase delay caused by the line frequency (15. 734 kHz)
sample and hold circuit. In this case the larger
phase delay makes very difficult the construction of
the TBC loop (as in fig. 2: required loop gain > 60dB
at 30Hz and OdB at lkHz more.)

One solution, which we developed to alleviate this
problem, is to use a conditionally stable feedback
loop. An example of the frequency characteristics of
such a loop is shown in fig. 7. When a transient
signal or noise makes the loop unstable, a local phase
lead circuit (G2 loop in fig. 6) is activated to
compensate the network and to stabilize the loop.
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Fig. 7. The characteristics ot the TBC using CCD

4. Conclusion:
4.1 The estimation of the required performance of the
TBC and the design method of the TBC are studied sys-
tematically.
4.2 The related matter regarding the design of the TBC
is also studied, such as:
(1) A simplified method by which to estimate the des-
ired condition at the cross frequency between the
spindly motor control loop and tangential actuator
control loop.
(2) Problems encountered in the construction of the
TBC using the CCD. For example, one countermeasure
for the phase delay problem might be to use a condi-
tionally stable feedback loop.
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